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The same local land trust you love

Only Stronger



Whether you have been a supporter from day one or are just joining us, 
thank you for championing conservation in Eastern Iowa. 2021 marked the 
beginning of significant change for our organization, an inflection point that 
allowed us to redefine and expand our mission. Together, with improved 
clarity and sense of purpose, we will protect and restore more of Iowa’s 
natural resources and make a greater impact.

Before things can get better, it is important to see things as they are. Our 
commitment to advancing biodiversity in Iowa is particularly salient given 
the extreme state of emergency we are in ecologically. The vast majority of 
our waterways are impaired. Our list of threatened and endangered species is 
growing. Native habitat is continuing to be destroyed. For every positive story 
that can be told about Iowa’s environmental condition, there are 10 times as 
many that indicate the continued degradation of Iowa’s natural resources.

It would be incredibly easy to be discouraged by this, but fortunately, we 
know the solution. Many of the problems we currently face can be corrected 
by protecting the native habitat that is left and restoring a significant portion 
of the habitat that has been altered. This is by no means simple, but we know 
it works, and we have the process and team in place to make it happen.

Through your support, we had our most successful year ever in 2021. Our 
goal is to capitalize on this momentum to continue to expand our services 
in this new year. I am extremely proud of the work we’ve accomplished 
together. Your support creates a better and healthier home for all Iowans. 
Little by little, we’re getting there.

Thank you for caring about the future of Iowa.

Jason Taylor 
Executive Director

Thanks to your incredible support, 2021 marked 
the 43rd year that Bur Oak Land Trust provided 
service to our community. 
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YEAR IN REVIEW

Total 
Supporters605
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2021

Total Revenue 
$985,257

Individuals 
$238,059

Land 
Transactions 

& Service 
Projects 
$259,212

In-kind,
Investments,

Other
$175,585

Businesses  
$70,899

Grants & 
Foundations 

$241,502

New 
Supporters257

ADMIN
$111,367

DEVELOPMENT
$91,728

16%

14%

Total Expenses
$667,091

Programs
$463,996

70%



Advancing biodiversity in 
Eastern Iowa by protecting 
resilient landscapes and 

connecting people to nature.
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REIMAGINING MISSION 
AND PURPOSE
The mission and vision for Bur Oak Land 

Trust evolved in 2021 as we revised our 

approach to conservation projects and 

formed a clearer message about our 

intention for Iowa’s land. This includes 

partnering with local author-illustrator 

Claudia McGehee who created for our new 

logo and look.

Why the change? Quite simply, because 

it is necessary. Biological diversity leads 

to strong natural areas that can continue 

to support plants and wildlife despite 

environmental crises. Identifying the 

remaining natural areas in Iowa and 

protecting them, along with restoring areas 

that have been historically altered, will 

build a stronger, more resilient landscape.



PROTECTION & RESTORATION
Land protection is at the heart of our mission. We were able to further 
protect Iowa’s lands in 2021 through acquisition and easement.

This year we were also able to protect a 5-acre parcel adjacent to 
Big Grove Preserve through a conservation easement. The Crosheck 
Easement has high quality upland woodland with shagbark hickory 
trees – an area the Trust has been trying to protect for a number 
of years. The easement was part of a mitigation project with local 
developer Ian Mack and is an extension of Big Grove. This easement 
is significant because it increases the amount of contiguous 
protected land for plants and animals along with land owned by 
Johnson County Conservation and Army Corps of Engineers.

Land management
We are advancing biodiversity in Eastern Iowa by 
actively managing protected land. Our AmeriCorps 
land stewardship team is trained in a variety of 
management techniques such as prescribed fire 
and invasive species removal. We primarily focus 
on improving property owned by the Trust, such 
as Turkey Creek and Big Grove preserves, and 
Belgum Grove. Our team is also able to assist 
private landowners through consultation and land 
management projects, and the funds generated 
from these services on private lands help pay for 
the AmeriCorps program. Through this program, we 
have increased our land protection and stewardship 
activities by 670 percent in three years, and are proud 
to be training the next generation of land stewards.

Crosheck Conservation Easement

Just south of Iowa City sits 13 acres of thick wooded hillside. We 
acquired this parcel through a mitigation project with local 
developer C.J. Moyna and Sons. What makes Oak Crest Hill so special 
is the endangered habitat it contains. Oak savanna, distinguished by 
scattered oak trees amongst prairie vegetation, used to be present 
across much of Iowa until land use and disturbance patterns scaled 
them down to remnants. The beauty of the oak savanna is its ability 
to support a highly diverse community of plants and animals. By 
restoring the remnant oak savanna at Oak Crest Hill, we will provide 
better habitat for local species.

Oak crest hill

Service  
Projects

AmeriCorps  
Service Hours

Acres 
Serviced

12

15,435

256
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BIODIVERSITY
This year we did more to support Iowa’s vulnerable species through 
habitat enhancement, education, planting projects, and surveys.

Foster a Pawpaw
Our Foster a Pawpaw project was started to establish 
a critical food source for the zebra swallowtail 
butterfly, a species rarely seen in our area due to 
lack of pawpaws. The project put pawpaw seedlings 
into the hands of community members to grow into 
small plants to be planted on Bur Oak properties.  
By establishing groves of pawpaws on our properties, 
we’re increasing viable habitat to bring more of 
the butterflies, and the pawpaw fruit, to Johnson 
County. Our story was covered by The Gazette 
newspaper and Radio Iowa.

Sponsored by Martin Construction.  
Special thank yous to Jem Alden for potting  
the pawpaws for their Eagle Scout project and  
Lon Drake for donating thousands of pawpaw seeds.

Pollinator Week
We celebrated the nationally recognized Pollinator 
Week by hosting several events. In a partnership with 
Big Grove Brewery in Iowa City, we hosted a sold-out 
screening of the film, “A Ghost in the Making,” about 
the plight of the endangered rusty patched bumble bee. 
The bee is native to Iowa and present on seven of Bur 
Oak’s properties. The event also featured illustrator-
author duo Claudia McGehee and Jacqueline Briggs 
Martin reading from their newest book, “Begin with a 
Bee,” about the life of bumble bees. Other events that 
week included sales of “pollinator friendly” plants at 
Iowa City Landscaping and Garden Center and specialty 
bee pollen smoothies from Get Fresh Café.

Sponsored by Grout Electric with partnerships from 
Big Grove Brewery Iowa City, Prairie Lights, Iowa City 
Landscaping and Garden Center and Get Fresh Café.

“We strive to protect 

resilient landscapes…

They provide habitat for 

a wide array of species 

from soil microbes to 

pollinators to songbirds. 

These places often look, 

sound, and feel better to 

us as we walk through 

them, conferring the 

calm and wellbeing that 

only nature can.” 

Carter Johnson, Land Steward

Fosters Plants Seeds for 2022
Attended Screening Event

75
95

600 4,700
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CONNECTION
Getting people involved outdoors is essential for establishing a community 
that cares for local land and environment. By holding classes and activities, 
we engaged children and adults in outdoor learning.

Chainsaw Academy
Chainsaw Academy was created after the derecho in Aug. 2020. 
Our staff noticed neighbors using chainsaws in unsafe ways 
and thought it would be beneficial to provide a safety course 
to teach the basics of chainsaw operations. The course was 
offered to women and adults and has been extremely popular 
with various natural resources groups and nonprofits seeking 
training for their staff. Our story was covered by The Press-
Citizen and The Gazette newspapers, KCRG television news 
station and KDAT radio station.

Sponsored by Davisson & Son Millwork, with partnerships 
from Indian Creek Nature Center and the Linn County Board 
of Supervisors

Creek Camp
We revamped our annual Family Day into a 
splashing good time at Turkey Creek Nature 
Preserve. Along with our partners from 
Tamarack Discovery School and Raptology, 
we brought children and their families out for 
a day in and around Turkey Creek to explore. 
Kids and adults got to use buckets and nets 
to catch creatures in the water, learn about 
local animal tracks and get up close to 
some raptors thanks to Joan Schnabel and 
Raptology. Registrations for this program 
also sold out.

Partnerships from Tamarack Discovery 
School and Raptology.
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A FORCE OF NATURE
Our end-of-year campaign presented 
by River Products brought our 
community together, if only virtually, 
to share our common love for nature 
and the unique meaning it has for 
each of us: conservation, childhood, 
wellness, and exploration to name a 
few. We also recognized Conservation 
Officer Erika Billerbeck and Professor 
Emeritus Lon Drake for their 
commitment and contributions to 
local conservation.



Derecho Recovery 

IOWA – Our team traveled to Meskwaki Nation near 
Tama early in the year to assist with the removal 
of downed trees in the tribe’s bison enclosure 
pine stand. The stand was severely damaged after 
the derecho in 2020, and the bison were without 
protection from the elements from all the fallen 
trees. Clean-up from the derecho is still ongoing 
and the team in Cedar Rapids was also able to assist 
Indian Creek Nature Center staff with clean-up of 
trees around their property.

Tornado Recovery 

Kentucky – In December, two of our AmeriCorps 
members Hannah Davey and Natalie Schoen, and 
Executive Director Jason Taylor volunteered with Team 
Rubicon, an international disaster response organization, 
in Kentucky following a deadly tornado that hit the state. 
This team served for a week over the holidays to clear 
trees from homes and roads to help the town of Mayfield 
get closer to recovery.
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SERVICE
Conservation skills apply to more than just land management. Members 
of our stewardship crew and staff spent some time throughout the year 
aiding communities in disaster recovery.

January, November

“Wilderness is 

not a luxury but a 

necessity of the 

human spirit.” 

Edward Abbey



PILLAR  
$10,000+

Community Foundation of Johnson County
Harrison Foundation
Jeff Klahn and Elisabeth Swain
Kurt Hamann and Barbara Beaumont
Mike Feiss and Cathy Cole
Patricia Knox and Peter Kollasch

 
PARTNER
$5,000+

Anonymous
Anonymous
Chris and Sheral Jensen
Connie and Robert Mutel
James Fluck and Julie Scott
Larry and Marcy Olson
Linda Bergquist
Paul Weller and Sara Rynes-Weller
River Products
Shannon Ramsay

 
ALUMNI
$2,000+

Anne and Byron Vandenberg
Anonymous
Big Grove Brewery - Iowa City
Craig and Chris Albrecht
Craig Wilbanks and Monty Kehl
David and Sally Dierks
Franklin Seiberling
Gene Savin and Susan Enzle
George and Alliene Schrimper
Holly Carver and Lain Adkins
Jane McCune and Bob Wachal
Jerry Denehy
John and Jean Van Rybroek

Julie Qidwai
Kate Jamison
Kirsten Winter
Larry and Miechelle Weber
Martha and Russell Noyes
Mary and Ken Lowder
Steven and Janie Schomberg
Virginia Paulson

 
FOUNDER
$500+

Amelia Kanellis
Amperage Marketing and Fundraising
Anne Russett and Matt Fleming
Armond and Polly Pagliai
Arnold and Meenal Menezes
Bill and Judy Nauseef
Billion Buick GMC of Iowa City
Caplan Family Fund
David and Harriet Reynolds
Davisson & Son Millwork
Diane Baumbach
Dick Schwab and Katherine Burford
Frontier Co-op
Gail and Frank Zlatnik
Gary and Sharon Lust
GreenState Credit Union
Gregory and Nancy Jeanne LeFevre
Grout Electric LLC
Hannah Agran
Hills Bank
Holmes Semken
Hutha Sayre
Iowa City Landscaping & Garden Center
James Lewers
James Sandrock and Jean Prior-Sandrock
Jean Lloyd-Jones
Jeffrey and Louise Smith
Jeffrey Murray and Ann Marie McCarthy

Jenn Lynch
Jennifer Skarda
Jenny Hollingsworth
Jessica Alexander
Jim and Beth Peterson
Joan Schnabel and Jeff Falk
Jody McKee and Carter Johnson
Joe and Nancy Holland
John and Claudia Knutson
John Gardner
Joseph and Anne Frankel
Julie Kearney
Karen Ciha
Katherine Belgum
Keith McSweeney
Kendall and Alice Atkinson
Kenneth and Janis Hubel
Kristin Summerwill
Lance Brendan Young
Laura Bergus
Martin Construction
Mary Kroninger
Mary Palmberg
Mary Russell Curran
Mary Sue Bowers
Matt and Brianne K Seberger
Michael and Teresa Kelly
Michael Chibnik
MidWestOne Bank
Nancy Lynch
New Pioneer Co-op
Pat Grady
Rachel Larson
RayGun
Reverend Donald and Kathryn Hodson
Rhawn Denniston
Ricky Lacina
Sally and Roger Stutsman
Sandy Steil
Scheels
Shive-Hattery

Steve and Karen Laughlin
Susan Shullaw
Taproot Nature Experience
Thomas and Karen Casavant
Tom and Becky Gelman
Tom and Laura Hahn
Total Tree Care of Iowa City
Tyler Farber
Watts Group
Yvonne McCabe

 
NEXT GENERATION
$250+

Alan and Elizabeth Swanson
Andrew and Maureen Russo
Anne Burnside and Linda McGuire
Ben Trachsel and Amy Shuttleworth
Bonnie Penno
Carl and Saturnina Fagenbaum
Carol Winter
Charles and Carol deProsse
Chris and Dina Mottinger
Dan Bontrager
Dave Parsons and Luann Reynolds
David and Kathy Johnson
Dylan Murray
Edie and Don Roberts
Eldon and Linda Prybil
Elizabeth and Mike Hooley
Erin Payne-Christiansen
Ethel and Edwin Barker
Harry Potter and Elsa Janle
Hawkeye Title and Settlement
Helen Goldstein
International Paper
Jane Van Voorhis and Kurt Anstreicher
Jeff and Sara Braverman
Jim and Christine Walters
John and Elizabeth Stratton
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THANK YOU TO OUR DONORS



John and Patricia Koza
John Menninger
Joy Sheeley
K A Cross
Kelly and Erek Sittig
Lensing Funeral & Cremation Service
Linda Neighbor and Carol Aaron
Lon and Barbara Drake
Louise Murray and Ed Heffron
Lowell Luhman
Mark and Judy Madsen
Mark Marz
Marnell Scheeper
Mart and Jacqueline Berst
Meredith Gall
Michael Welsh and Anne Schmidt
Peg Bouska
Philip Heckel
Polly Ferguson
Ray and Jennifer Fagenbaum
Renee Speh
Robert and Cheryl Cilek
Robert Oppliger
Seth and Wendy Zimmermann
Ted and Trina Weiland
Theodore Guthrie

MEMBERS
$25+

Thank you to all 436 of our members 
and monthly supporters. We couldn’t 
do this work without you.

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS WHAT’S AHEAD
If 2021 could be summed up in one word, it would be 
momentum. Thank you for providing the power and support 
we needed to get conservation revved up along the corridor. In 
2022, we have our largest land acquisition yet on the horizon 
that will require careful and considerate rehabilitation, and 
additional support. Here are ways you can help make an impact:

VISIT us  Stop by one of our properties, attend one of our 
events or classes, and sign up for our seasonal walks with 
Executive Director Jason Taylor.

SPONSOR our annual projects and events that support over 
15,000 hours of conservation field work needed to advance 
resilient landscapes and promote biodiversity.

DONATE Think of us when considering your IRA distributions 
and annual giving. When you give locally and generously, you 
make a meaningful impact on Iowa’s natural resources and the 
people that live here.

FEE FOR SERVICE Contact us if you are interested 
in having our AmeriCorps stewardship team provide land 
management services on your private or public land. We offer 
prescribed fire, forest stand improvement, and invasive species 
control on land that is protected through a conservation 
easement, public ownership, or an NRCS program such as CRP or 
WRP. Funds generated help pay for our AmeriCorps program. 

For more ways to get involved, email us at:
• rachel@buroaklandtrust.org to ask about giving opportunities
• carter@buroaklandtrust.org to ask about fee for service
• jason@buroaklandtrust.org to schedule our seasonal walks 

with leadership
• meredith@buroaklandtrust.org for questions about our 

AmeriCorps program
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DAVISSON & SON

MILLWORK



buroaklandtrust.org

5 Sturgis Corner Drive, Suite 1250, Iowa City, IA 52246

buroaklandtrust.org/donate

Donate TODAY and HELP make our  
2022 impact even strongER


